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Introduction 

This notice (together with our Conditions of Use and any other documents referred 
to on it) tells you what to expect when C4DI Ltd uses your personal data. 

It does not provide exhaustive detail of all aspects of our collection and use of 
personal data, but we are happy to provide any additional information or 
explanation needed.  

Any requests for this should be sent to mydata@c4di.net. 

This privacy notice applies to information we collect about: 

• visitors to our premises; 
• Members and prospective members; 

Links to other websites 

This privacy notice does not cover the links within this site linking to other 
websites. We encourage you to read the privacy statements on the other websites 
you visit. 

 
Changes to this privacy notice 

We keep our privacy notice under regular review. This privacy notice was last 
updated on 25th May 2018.  

Who is C4DI Ltd? 

C4DI Ltd (C4DI) is a private company limited by guarantee registered in England & 
Wales No 8441026 and our registered address is: 

Wykeland House, 47 Queen Street, HULL. HU1 1UU. 

C4DI provides infrastructure, support, a community and a co-working environment 
for growing technology businesses. 

C4DI is committed to protecting and respecting your privacy and our use of 
personal data on this website is aimed at helping us achieve these aims. 

C4DI Ltd has appointed an internal Privacy Officer who you can contact if you have 
any questions or concerns about our personal data policies or practices. 

Privacy Officer 
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C4DI Ltd 
31-38 Queen Street, 
HULL, 
HU1 1UU. 

Email: mydata@c4di.net 

Your Rights 

In the UK you have rights as an individual under the Data Protection Bill 2018 which 
you can exercise in relation to the information we hold about you. 

Please see our full Privacy Notice for more details but those rights, in summary are 

• A right to information about how we use your data, why and to access a 
copy of the information we hold about you. 

• A right to correct the information we hold about you. 

• A right to have the data we hold about you deleted in certain 
circumstances. 

• A right to object to the use of your personal data for direct marketing. 

• A right to not be subject to automated decision making. 

• A right to data portability i.e. to transfer your data from one service 
provider to another. 

A right to complain 

You have a right to lodge a complaint with the appropriate data protection 
authority if you have concerns about how we use your personal data.  

In the UK this is the Information Commissioner’s Office – www.ico.org.uk/concerns. 

The reasons we can lawfully use your data 

We only use your personal data when we have a lawful basis to do so. 

Data Protection legislation sets out a number of these, but the ones we most 
commonly use are: 

• Consent - In many situations, we collect and use your personal data with 
your consent. You are able to withdraw or amend this consent at any time. 
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• Performance of a Contract - There are situations where we need to use 
your personal data in order to provide the service you have asked us for (or 
to allow others to do so on our behalf). 

• Legal Obligation - If the law requires us to, we may need to collect and 
process your data. 

Legitimate interest 

We may also use your personal data to pursue our legitimate businesses interests in 
a way which might reasonably be expected as part of running our business as long 
as it does not materially impact your interests, rights and freedoms. 

These legitimate business interests can include: 

• enhancing, modifying, personalising or otherwise improving our services and 
communications for the benefit of our customers and users. 

 
You have the right to object to our processing of your personal data for our 
Legitimate Interests at any time. Please contact us if you wish to do so. 

Please see our full Privacy Notice for more details and examples of the lawful 
reasons we have to use your data. 

When do we collect your personal data? 

As C4DI provides services to business rather individuals, much of the information 
we collect in the usual course of our activities is related to your business or 
employer; but we may collect your personal data as part of this and/or: 

• When you visit any of our websites. 

• When you subscribe to receive our Newsletters and Events updates. 

• When you register to attend, sponsor or host one of our events. 

• When you create a ‘member bio’ profile. 

• When, as a member, you ask us to provide extra services. 

• When you engage with us on social media.  

• When you contact us by any means with queries, complaints etc. 

• When you choose to complete any surveys we send you. 

We will always ensure your personal data is appropriately protected whether you 
have provided it in connection with a business service or in your personal capacity. 
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What personal data do we collect, why and how do we use it? 

When you join as a member we collect information mainly about your business in 
order to provide the services associated with your membership. As part of this we 
may collect your personal data but it is always in connection with your professional 
capacity and interests. 

Some examples of when we may collect and use your personal data are given in 
general terms below. 

Contact Information 

We collect your name, email and contact telephone numbers. 

How we use it 

We use this information to keep in touch with you and provide the services you 
have asked us to such as sending you our regular newsletter. 

We may also use your contact information to send you survey and feedback 
requests to help improve our services. These messages will not include any 
promotional content and our legitimate interest to do this is to help make our 
products or services more relevant to you as an existing user. 

Biographical Information 

We often gather information about your business and background which could 
include personal information such as your educational or professional history. 

How we use it 

We use this as part of our record of your company to better understand which of 
our services – or those of our members -  may be of particular benefit to your 
business and to help plan our events and services to meet the needs of the wider 
business community. 

Member Bio 

You may also opt to create a member bio which would be published on our website 
to help promote your business and our community. 

This normally includes personal details which you provide to us such as your 
professional history, areas of expertise and any other information you choose to 
provide us with. 

Your member bio will be based on information you provide to us and will be 
published on our website with the intention of promoting your services and our 
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community. You are free to ask us to amend or withdraw the publication of your 
bio at any time. 

Financial Information 

We don’t ask for - or store - payment card details but we do use a third party to 
process your monthly direct debit. 

We may also ask for financial information about you and your business if you ask 
for assistance with finding funding. 

How we use it 

Typically, payment information is provided directly by you, via our website, into 
the PCI/DSS-compliant payment processing service – Chargebee -  we subscribe to 
and C4DI does not, itself, process or store the bank account information 

We use the information about your personal and business finances mainly to 
understand the funding options available to you or your business and to tailor our 
recommendations to your needs.   

Data about your preferences 

The services you or your business are looking for, the areas of technology and 
software you are interested in, the types of funding and business support you are 
looking for. 

How we use it 

We use this information to provide infrastructure and support to you and your 
business  in order to develop it and the tech community we aim to develop. 

Your contacts with us 

Details of your contact with us online, by email, telephone, the postal service or 
social media. Your contact details including social media username(s). 

How we use it 

To respond to your queries and complaints. We need to use the information we 
hold about you to respond. We may also keep a record of your contacts with us to 
inform any future communication with you. We do this on the basis of our 
contractual obligations to you and our legitimate interests in providing you with a 
good level of service and understanding how we can improve our service based on 
your experience. 
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The data of children 

We only collect the information we need to provide business support services to 
businesses and individuals over the age of 18. 

We do not attempt to solicit or knowingly receive information from children under 
16. 

Combining the data we hold about you 

We want to give you the best possible service. One way to achieve that is to get 
the richest picture we can of who you are by combining the data we have about 
you. 

We then use this picture to offer you information about other products and 
services that are most likely to interest you. 

We do this as part of a legitimate interest in understanding our users and providing 
the highest levels of service as this allows us to tailor our promotions and to let 
you know about events and services which are likely to be of interest to you based 
on which services you have used in the past. 

Visitors to our premises 

When one of your guests visits the C4DI building they will be asked to complete an 
electronic registration by reception. 

Entering their information into this system will never lead to them receiving 
marketing from us and we use their information to manage their visit and create a 
visitor badge only. 

This will ask you for their name, email address and your details as the person they 
are visiting. We use this information to monitor the security of the building and the 
safety of our employees and members.  

Live and Web Events 

C4DI hosts many events throughout the year. These include live events and live 
web conferences (collectively “events”). 

Most of our events are managed using Eventbrite which asks you to provide your 
name, email address and company in order to register. 

If you register for one of our events we will access the information in your member 
record to provide you with information and services associated with the event. 
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If you are a presenter at one of our events, we will collect information about you 
including your name, employer and contact information, and photograph, and we 
may also collect information provided by event attendees who evaluated your 
performance as a presenter. We may also make and store a recording of your voice 
and likeness in certain instances. 

We keep a record of your participation in C4DI events as an attendee, sponsor or 
presenter. This information may be used to help C4DI understand our Clients’ 
needs and interests to better tailor our products and services to meet your needs. 
e.g. by creating future events which are aimed at a specific group of members who 
have all attended similar events in the past. 

C4DI provides an attendee list to sponsors and presenters of our events. We do this 
to help them understand the event attendees so they can tailor the event to the 
audience e.g. by making content more specific to a particular industry. 

C4DI may also allow sponsors and presenters to send you material by mail once per 
sponsored event, in which case C4DI engages a third-party mailing house and does 
not share your mailing address directly with the sponsor/exhibitor. 

If you do not wish to have your information included in an attendee list or to 
receive information from sponsors, co-sponsors and/or exhibitors, you can express 
your preferences when you register for events or you may contact C4DI directly at 
mydata@c4di.net. 

During an event we will ask you to confirm whether or not you would be happy for 
the event presenter to contact you with further information about the information 
presented.  

With your permission we also use the email you registered with to ask you to 
complete a confidential survey to evaluate the event to help us understand how 
we can continue to provide events of the highest quality.  

CCTV & Surveillance Systems 

We have installed CCTV systems inside and on the outside of our building. 

Images captured by CCTV will not be kept for longer than necessary. However, on 
occasions there may be a need to keep images for longer, for example where a 
crime is being investigated. 

The aim of the technology is to: 

• help ensure the safety of our staff, members and visitors 
• assist in the prevention and detection of crime 
• monitoring building security 
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You have the right to see CCTV images of yourself and be provided with a copy of 
the images. 

We operate CCTV in accordance with the codes of practice issued by the 
Information Commissioner and the Home Office and will only disclose images and 
audio to authorised bodies in connection with the purposes stated above. 

The use of your data for marketing purposes 

With your consent, we will use your personal data, preferences and details of the 
events you have expressed an interest in or attended to keep you informed by 
email about relevant products and services such as co-operative working groups, 
future events and latest news about our activities or those of our members. 

We may also use your contact information to send you relevant, personalised 
communications by post in relation to services and products aimed at your 
business. We’ll do this on the basis of our legitimate business interest. 

You can withdraw your consent or object to our using your contact details to 
market to your business in our legitimate interests at any time. 

How we protect your personal data 

We maintain physical, technical and administrative safeguards to protect your 
personal data. 

We restrict access to your personal data to those employees who need that 
information to perform their role and help provide services to you. 

Finally, our sub-contractors and employees are contractually bound to keep your 
personal information secure and confidential in line with this Privacy Policy. We 
also provide training to ensure they are kept up-to-date on our security and 
privacy practices. 

Please contact us if you have any questions about the security measures we have 
in place. 

How long will we keep your personal data? 

We’ll only keep your personal data for as long as is necessary for the purpose for 
which it was collected and to comply with applicable law or resolve disputes. This 
means we set retention periods for all the personal data we collect. 

When that retention period has passed, your data will either be completely 
deleted in a secure manner or anonymised e.g. by aggregation with other data in a 
non-identifiable way for statistical analysis and business planning purposes. 

Some examples of customer data retention periods: 
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Member Account Information 

We keep your account and the information you have provided in your profile for as 
long as you remain a member. This includes the services you have purchased or 
subscribed to as well as the events you have attended, hosted or sponsored. 

When your membership agreement with us ends, we will retain your information 
for up to three years to help us maintain our business records  and plan our 
services aimed at businesses and people like you. After three years we will delete 
your personal data i.e. your name and contact details - although we may retain 
some of the information about your business and its membership of C4DI. 

Membership Expressions of Interest 

Where you have provided your personal details as part of an expression of interest 
in membership but not proceeded with an application we will retain your personal 
information for up to 3 years during which period we may contact you with 
membership developments we think may be of interest to you. We do this as part 
of our Legitimate Interest in promoting our services to businesses. After this period 
we will remove your personal information although we may retain information 
about your business and its interactions with C4DI. 

As always, you have the right to opt out of our use of your personal data for our 
legitimate interests. Please contact us if you wish to do so. 

Who do we share your personal data with? 

We do not reveal your personal data to third-parties unless: 

• you request or authorise it (e.g. when you apply for certain services as part 
of your membership); 

• it’s in connection with C4DI Ltd -hosted and C4DI Ltd co-sponsored events as 
described earlier in this notice; 

• the information is provided to comply with the law (for example, to comply 
with a court order), enforce an agreement we have with you, or to protect 
our rights, property or safety, or the rights, property or safety of our 
employees or others. This includes exchanging information with other 
companies and organisations for the purposes of fraud protection and credit 
risk reduction; 

• the information is provided to our sub-contractors, agents, vendors or 
service providers who perform functions on our behalf; or 

• to address disputes, claims, or to persons demonstrating legal authority to 
act on your behalf. 
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Examples of the kind of third parties we work with 

IT, software and SaaS companies who support our website and other business 
systems.  

These include our CRM provider – Pipedrive – and Sleeknote who provides our web 
communications platform. Both of these companies are data processors for C4DI 
Ltd which means they only use your data in order to provide the technical services 
we ask them to. 

Direct email platform companies such as Campaign Monitor who help us manage 
our electronic communications with you. 

Sharing your data with third parties for their own purposes: 

We will only do this in very specific circumstances, for example: 

With your consent, given at the time you supply your personal data, we may pass 
that data to a third party for their direct marketing purposes. 

The most likely scenario where this would occur would be when you ask us to put 
you into contact with one of our members in connection with their services or in 
order to explore commercial co-operation opportunities. 

We may, from time to time, expand, reduce or sell C4DI Ltd and this may involve 
the transfer of divisions or the whole business to new owners. If this happens, your 
personal data will, where relevant, be transferred to the new owner or controlling 
party, under the terms of this Privacy Notice. 

Additional Services 

Some of the services available to members are provided by third parties and we 
need to share your data with them to provide these services. We share only the 
information required for them to provide the service and they are contractually 
bound to use it only for that purpose. 

Examples of these situations include: 

Paxton 

This is the company which provides the access fob you are given to the building. 
We give them your name, access level and the company you work for. 

Wykeland 

Wykeland and C4DI are part of the same group and Wykeland provides many of the 
building facilities. In particular these services include the Bike Shed and Car 
Parking. In order to provide you with access to these services which are managed 
by Wykeland we pass them you name and contact details as well as details of the 
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service(s) you require. They use these only to provide you with the services 
requested. 

Wykeland request details of your home address for the purposes of tracing debtors 
and crime prevention. 

24-hour access 

Where you request 24-hour access to the building for yourself or employees, we 
need to verify the identity of the person being granted access for crime prevention 
purposes. We will ask you to provide us with identity documents but will not retain 
copies. 

Where your personal data may be processed 

We always opt to have your data stored in the UK or EU where possible. This 
includes instances where a vendor offers a choice of storage locations but where 
the EU option is more expensive. 

However, due to the global nature of the roles we source, we will need to share 
your personal data with third parties and suppliers outside the European Economic 
Area (EEA).  

C4DI Ltd transfers personal data outside the EEA only:  

1. to countries where there is an adequacy decision in place i.e. the EU has 
formally determined that there is a sufficient level of protection in place 
under that nation’s data protection laws; or 

2. where the recipient is certified under an internationally recognised privacy 
framework which helps to ensure your protection; or 

3. with your consent; or 
4. to perform a contract with you; or 
5. to perform a contract with another in your interests; or 
6. to fulfil a compelling legitimate interest of C4DI Ltd in a manner that does 

not outweigh your rights and freedoms. 

Any transfer of your personal data will follow applicable laws and we will always 
treat your personal information in line with the principles of this Privacy Notice. 

This includes measures such as imposing contractual obligations on the recipient 
with respect to how they treat your data. 

If you would like more information about how we protect your rights and freedoms 
when transferring your data outside the EEA, please contact our Data Protection 
Officer. 

Protecting your data transferred to the United States 
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Many online services are reliant on US providers and/or servers which means many 
companies need to transfer your data to the US to provide the services and/or 
online functionality many people expect. 

The United States has neither sought nor received a finding of “adequacy” from 
the European Union under Article 45 of the GDPR. 

The EU-U.S. Privacy Shield Framework was designed by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the European Commission to provide companies on both sides of 
the Atlantic with a mechanism to comply with data protection requirements when 
transferring personal data from the European Union and Switzerland to the United 
States in support of transatlantic commerce. 

Membership of the scheme is voluntary but, when choosing an infrastructure 
partner who transfers your data to the US, we select only those companies who are 
members of the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield 

Along with the contractual and organisational measures we have in place, we 
believe this helps to ensure your rights and freedoms are protected as the Privacy 
Shield framework is recognised by the European Union (although this may be 
subject to challenge by the European Data Protection Board). 
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ICO Checklist 

What to provide 

We provide individuals with all the following privacy information: 

☐ The name and contact details of our organisation. 

☐ The name and contact details of our representative (if applicable). 

☐ The contact details of our data protection officer (if applicable). 

☐ The purposes of the processing. 

☐ The lawful basis for the processing. 

☐ The legitimate interests for the processing (if applicable). 

☐ The categories of personal data obtained (if the personal data is not obtained 
from the individual it relates to). 

☐ The recipients or categories of recipients of the personal data. 

☐  The details of transfers of the personal data to any third countries or 
international organisations (if applicable). 

☐ The retention periods for the personal data. 

☐ The rights available to individuals in respect of the processing. 

☐ The right to withdraw consent (if applicable). 

☐ The right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority. 

☐ The source of the personal data (if the personal data is not obtained from the 
individual it relates to). 

☐  The details of whether individuals are under a statutory or contractual 
obligation to provide the personal data (if applicable, and if the personal data is 
collected from the individual it relates to). 

☐ The details of the existence of automated decision-making, including profiling 
(if applicable). 

 
When to provide it 
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☐ We provide individuals with privacy information at the time we collect their 
personal data from them. 

If we obtain personal data from a source other than the individual it relates to, we 
provide them with privacy information: 

☐ within a reasonable of period of obtaining the personal data and no later than 
one month; 

☐  if we plan to communicate with the individual, at the latest, when the first 
communication takes place; or 

☐ if we plan to disclose the data to someone else, at the latest, when the data is 
disclosed. 

 
How to provide it 

We provide the information in a way that is:  

☐ concise; 

☐ transparent; 

☐ intelligible; 

☐ easily accessible; and 

☐ uses clear and plain language. 

 
Changes to the information 

☐ We regularly review and, where necessary, update our privacy information. 

☐  If we plan to use personal data for a new purpose, we update our privacy 
information and communicate the changes to individuals before starting any new 
processing. 

 
Best practice – drafting the information 

☐ We undertake an information audit to find out what personal data we hold and 
what we do with it. 

☐  We put ourselves in the position of the people we’re collecting information 
about. 

☐ We carry out user testing to evaluate how effective our privacy information is. 

Best practice – delivering the information 
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When providing our privacy information to individuals, we use a combination of 
appropriate techniques, such as: 

☐ a layered approach; 

☐ dashboards; 

☐ just-in-time notices; 

☐ icons; and 

☐ mobile and smart device functionalities. 
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